
 

               
 

Laura Muller Named as a Top Home Design Expert in the Interior Design Industry 2023 
PRESS RELEASE | 10-25-22 

 

Fixr.com’s annual list of top home designers in the interior design industry has just been released for 2023. The exclusive list names the most influential players 
in the sector, whose innovative and inspiring work is continuously contributing to the growth of the interior design-build industry. Fixr.com uses a rigorous 
method to find those who are deserving of their place on the list. This is based on their expertise and knowledge, experience, and growth as an inspiration to 
others. Their success at both national and local levels, combined with stand-out projects and esteemed reputations means they are warranted members of the 
Top 123 Home Designers. 
 
By being named by Fixr.com as part of the list, each expert’s prestige is recognized. Remodeling Specialist Cristina Miguelez says, “Home Designers are 
responsible for setting trends within the interior design industry. When it comes to homeowners updating their homes, these 123 experts are the ones to 
follow to stay on top of the latest trends.” 
 
Inclusion in the list means Fixr.com confirms that Laura Muller has shown strong leadership and expertise within the interior design industry. Laura’s continued 
innovation plays a vital part in the continued growth and evolution of home design methods and trends in 2023. 
 
About Laura Muller 
Los Angeles’ award winning interior design-build firm, FOUR POINT DESIGN BUILD INC., is led by architectural and interior designer, Laura Muller, in 
partnership with her husband and construction consultant, Cliff Muller. As Owner, Creative Director and Principal Designer, Laura has been designing, 
developing, and building residential and commercial projects in Los Angeles for over thirty years. 
 
Her diverse design-build work has garnered attention in the design and architecture world from such national publications as Better Homes and Gardens, 
Vanity Fair, Elle Décor, Aspire Design & Home, Hospitality Design, Architectural Digest, CA Home + Design, and Dwell magazine, to name a few; and popular 
online publications include RUE, Martha Stewart, California Homes, HGTV Design Stories, My Domaine, and many more. As an advocate for the interior design 
profession, Laura served as the former President of the Los Angeles Chapter of the American Society of Interior Designers (ASID), been voted to the top 15 
of the TOP 100 Design Influencers by Modenus (2018, 2019, 2020), and was most recently voted to Fixr’s annual list of Top 123 Interior Design Experts 
(2022, 2023). Laura was also selected to sit on the prestigious 2018 DXV Design Panel and served on the elite 2019-2020 Designer Council for Monogram 
Appliances. 
 
Laura's design philosophy is one that embraces the opportunity to strongly partner with her clients, suppliers, and construction team to deliver her signature 
look: CleanFreshModernTM spaces, with a timeless contemporary elegance and a focus on multi-generational spaces designed for wellness-living, and kitchens 
and baths. With great attention to detail, quality, aesthetic, function, performance and purpose, Laura stamps all her design work with her personal integrity, 
infectious one-of-a-kind enthusiasm, and unmistakable focus on the client’s vision. 
 
About Fixr.com 
Fixr.com is a home improvement resource specialist with the mission of helping homeowners make better home remodeling decisions. Fixr.com is unrivaled 
when it comes to providing unbiased, thorough, and updated cost guides, price comparisons, and cheat sheets for hundreds of remodeling, installation, and 
repair projects. When the homeowner is equipped with the necessary knowledge, Fixr.com connects homeowners with the best matched contractors in their 
area to begin their home improvement projects. 
 
For the complete list of the Top 123 Home Designers to Look Out for in 2023, visit: 
https://www.fixr.com/resources/home-design-experts 


